This gorgeous fountain located at the PSCU building in the prestigious Carillon Complex of St. Petersburg, Florida, reported monthly maintenance of about $500.00 for cleaning and removing scale deposits in and around the entire fountain area.

Unsightly scale deposits were costly and a time consuming eyesore for the maintenance crew.

Today, the same fountain is totally scale-free and requires very little maintenance.

Just like the Maytag® repair man, the maintenance crew at PSCU can spend more time and money in other areas of the multi-million dollar company.
ScaleBlaster’s signal cable produces an oscillating electric field using a unique and complex modulating frequency waveform that produces an inaudible sonic impulse that changes the electrical and physical properties of the scale-forming calcium molecules. This causes the adhesive properties of the calcium carbonate crystals and other minerals to repel rather than adhere to pipes, fixtures and remain suspended in the water. This action stops any further build-up of scale and because the solubility of the water is increased, existing scale is taken back into the water and gradually removed.

- Easily Installed
- No Plumbing
- No Hardware
- No Chemicals or Salt